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Digital marketers are under more pressure every day 
to find a way to do more with less, prove traceable 
ROI and stretch budgets. When you’re propositioned 
by technology company after technology company 
with a new solution that supposedly brings 
everything together, it can get even harder to 
manage the ever segmenting funnel. Marketing 
stacks are turning into piles, and into mountains. 

Whether you’re marketing on a shoestring with a 
small team, balancing a budget of millions backed 
by significant people power or anything in between, 
smart marketers are always looking for solutions 
that scale and new ways to prove value. Adding 
free tools to your repertoire will help you allot more 
resources to the things you value.

This book is packed with 101 free tools to help you 
get your ever-changing job done quickly, successfully 
and without breaking the bank.
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Instagram to Google Drive

As an avid user of Instagram, one 
of my favorite recipes uploads my 
posts to a spreadsheet. If any new 
photo is taken by my Instagram 
account (nykeabmarie), then add 
a row to a spreadsheet in my 
Google Drive.

After a few weeks, I go through 
my posts and add the number of 
likes to another column as well 
as the day of the week. 

After that, I can see at a glance 
what kind of posts perform 
better for me, in regards to 
day posted, time, content (dog, 
travel, selfie, etc). This helps 
me understand my audience 
and provide the kind of content 
people want to see. 

As a company that builds marketing automation, it’s no secret 
we want to automate any menial tasks we can to save us time. 
IFTTT is an amazing tool that connects various digital applications 
in your life. A recipe is what it is called to pair an if this, then that 
action; it connects two services together so that an action from 
one service triggers an action at another. 

If This, Then That 
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Twitter to Google Drive

You know what I’m going to say here. 
Of course, it’s important to manage 
all your social channels and check 
the analytics regularly. Comparing 
one against the other will inform 
you which platforms your audience 
uses most regularly and where you 
should invest more time/money. 
This recipe—if there is a new tweet 
by @VisioneerIT, then add row to 
spreadsheet on Google Drive—posts 
every tweet to a spreadsheet our 
team can check. 

Instagram to Twitter 

For a business or a person, I hate 
seeing a photo posted to Twitter 
with an Instagram link. It’s messy and 
doesn’t display the image natively 
in Twitter’s stream. But of course, 
posting natively to Twitter takes an 
extra step, so people duplicate post 
to save time. 

With the recipe to post your 
Instagram pictures as native Twitter 
pictures, IFTTT automates it for you 
so each time you post to Instagram, 
the app uses your caption as 
tweet content and posts the photo 
natively to Twitter without that nasty 
Instagram link. 

Facebook to Google Drive

Similar to the recipe for Instagram, this 
recipe creates a row in a Google 
spreadsheet. This way, when we go back 
to monitor how successful a social post 
is/was, we’re able to quickly see which 
posts are successful, and which need 
improvement. For this one, use Facebook 
Pages as a trigger, then Google Drive as 
the action. For us, this becomes If a new 
status message is posted on VisioneerIT, 
then add row to spreadsheet on Google 
Drive.
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Free  
Stock Photos

Google image search 

This photo search is really handy 
because we’re used to Googling 
everything we need. If it ain’t broke 
don’t fix it, eh? If you click on search 
tools, you’ll pop up a few more 
options below—size, color, type, 
time and usage rights. Select usage 
rights and then the correct license. 
For us, because we make money 
off our website and blog, we use 
labeled for reuse. Alas, here you 
will find as many pictures of mini 
goldendoodles as you could dream 
of. Or whatever you might need for 
your blog/social/website.

Everyone complains about stock photography. But the truth is, sometimes it is useful and 
can tell the story. Say for instance, a blog about blogging. We have our own videographer/
photographer, but he doesn’t always take kindly to me asking for photos of people staring at a 
Mac screen with a gaussian blur. Of course, we don’t want to get sued for using images without 
a license, so here are a few options we use to source out stock photos.
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See? Some stock photos can be nice. 
They’re not all as ridiculous as this 
one of Vince Vaughn, which is also 
free to use.

Stocksnap.io 

According to a friend of mine who 
considers himself a great designer, this 
is the best website for stock photos. 
Not because the selection is vast, but 
because the photos they have are lovely. 
It’s a good site to come to for inspiration 
as well, because you can filter the photos 
by recently added, trending, views, 
downloads and favorites. No fiddling 
with licenses here—all the photos on 
this site are free, even if you use them 
to make $$. If you want a lovely photo 
of the baltic sea, it might be cheaper 
to use Stocksnap then to send your 
photographer to Sweden.

Flickr 

A popular photo sharing platform, 
Flickr is another good option for 
sourcing photos. After you search 
something, click “Any License” in the 
top left and change to the license 
you need. 

Some others:

Gratistophotography
Unsplash
Fancy Crave
Negative Space
Death to Stock
Kaboompics

StockPhotos
Makerbook
Pixabay
ISO Republic
PicJumbo
New Old Stock Photos
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Design
Adobe Color CC 

Find the perfect color coordination 
with Adobe Color CC, a great color-
palette generator. You can start 
with a single color and quickly 
put together a palette of triad, 
complementary, analogous or 
compound colors. 

You can also upload a picture and 
Color CC will generate a five-color 
palette. An alternative to Adobe’s 
offering, another tool available is 
called Paletton, which has a more 
robust (and more complicated) 
feature set.

PicMonkey

PicMonkey has a premium account 
you need to sign up for, but they 
offer lots of features for free. In the 
“edit a photo” section, you can quickly 
touch up, resize or do various post 
work on a photo without having to 
download or sign up for anything. 
This is useful for creating images of 
varying sizes for different functions—
blog, Facebook, Twitter, Google ads, 
etc. You can also make a collage, 
do simple design or add words and 
quotes to photos.  

Quotescover

Quotescover is another tool that 
allows you to slap some words on 
a meaningful background and have 
them ready in accessible sizes and 
formats. This is great for blog images, 
ads, social posts or whatever other 
image needs you have.
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BeFunky

BeFunky has much the same 
functionality as PicMonkey—collages, 
design or photo editing work can all 
be done online. It’s great for creating 
blog images or social ads on the fly. 
Everyone loves reading inspirational 
quotes on nice backgrounds. 

Fotor

A simple drag and drop tool, Fotor allows you to pull images into a lovely 
collage without opening Photoshop. An online photo editing software, 
Fotor has been offering collage and edit functionality for awhile, and has 
now added a design feature, allowing users to design graphics.  

HTML Color Codes

If you’re like me, your political views 
don’t always align with your family’s. 
But, um, more relevantly, you 
struggle with choosing colors that 
go well together for your images. 
When I see something, I can tell it’s 
good, but I can’t choose colors that 
look good together. Each room 
in my house looks like someone 
spilled paint, eclectic home decor 
and piles of clothes. But, thanks to 
tools like HTML Color Codes, I can 
make images that look somewhat 
cohesive. On this site, you can 
upload a picture with color palettes 
you like together, and the site 
shows you the hex code so you can 
use it in your own creations. I love 
the look of Wes Anderson films, 
and found this site with perfect 
samples of various colours in each 
movie. It works to quickly grab the 
right branding colors from any logo 
as well, so have at ‘er!
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Canva

Canva is a great place to make easy-
to-share content without a coding 
background, mostly focused around 
images. They have templates that 
consist of ideal sizes for Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, blog posts, Tumblr, 
presentations and anything you might 
need to create an image for. 

They have an easy drag and drop 
interface, as well as access to free 
stock photos. Canva is a convenience 
machine for content and social 
marketers. You bring the colour or 
paint, they bring the canva(s). 

Recite This

Recite this allows you to type your 
text, choose a template and then 
have an image at your fingertips in 
seconds. No need to worry about 
copyright images or choosing fonts, 
they’ve got you covered. Of course, 
they want some street cred too, so 
they stick their watermark on the 
bottom.  

Photovisi

This is, yet another, online collage 
maker. The difference between 
Photovisi and Fotor is that with 
Photovisi, you can choose a cheesy 
theme or color palette for your 
image. Like, really cheesy.

Dafont

Dafont is a place to grab fonts that are either freeware, shareware, demo 
versions or public domain. They have a font for everything—you can get 
the Batman font, Back to the Future and even game show light bulb fonts. 
This is a great tool for designers making posters, pdfs or anything that 
would benefit from some artistic flare in typography.
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ImgFlip

A picture is worth a thousand 
words, and a gif is worth a thousand 
pictures. Or something along those 
lines. We often find a gif can be 
useful in explaining new product 
functionality or showing progress in 
analytics on the blog. With ImgFlip, 
add your images, choose the time 
delay, add text and choose the size, 
then you’ve got your gif. 

Word Swag

Word Swag is an app that is 
excellent for marketers who are 
often posting to social media on 
the go. They have tons of beautiful 
backgrounds and stock photos you 
can use, or you can upload your 
own and add custom text. Make 
your social posts more engaging 
by quickly adding text to a nice 
background. 

Posts with a photo on Facebook have 
an 87% interaction rate, whereas 
no other post type generates more 
than 5% engagement (Social Media 
Examiner). It’s very useful, as you know 
how much more meaningful quotes 
look in the sky rather than in black 
Times New Roman on a white screen. 

WhatTheFont

Upload a pic of a font and 
WhatTheFont tries to identify it for 
you. Our team has used it with about 
a 50% success rate. It’s a great tool 
to use to identify fonts used by 
companies that don’t have a fully 
defined style guide and are making a 
move to a new marketing agency.

Simple Image Resizer 

It feels like if you have to create 
one image, you have to create ten 
because they’re all different sizes—
blog, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
ads, etc, etc,etc. With Simple Image 
Resizer, all you have to do is upload 
your image, choose the percentage 
smaller you’d like it to be or choose 
the dimensions you need, and voila.  

Vennage

Infographic is a buzzword not too far 
behind content marketing or Trump, 
but it’s because they do have merit. I 
love infographics but suffer a terrible 
illness known as poor-design-itis. 
Lucky for me, programs like Vennage 
exist. Authenticate with Google 
or Facebook, choose a template 
and then quickly build your own 
infographic, no design skills necessary.

Make a Meme

Love em or hate em, a meme 
is often as shareable as a bad 
cold. So whether you want to get 
on the meme train to respond 
to an internal company email or 
create topical shareables, Make 
a Meme makes it easy to search 
existing memes, or use your 
own photo and copywriting skills 
to create your own.
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Infogram

Infogram is another tool that lets 
you quickly make infographics. In 
less than two years, infographic 
search volume has increased by 
over 800%, so if you weren’t making 
them before, you should probably 
start now (Unbounce). Within 
Infogram, you can select various 
templates and plug your information 
in to produce quick, easy and 
aesthetically beautiful infographics.  

Free Vector and Vector Arts

Both of these sites are good for 
illustrations and graphic background. 
They also have brushes, patterns 
and swatches, which prove useful for 
designer types. 

Paper

Paper is a creative inspiration app. 
You can connect notes, photos and 
sketches, as well as create checklists, 
alter photos and sketch in app. Paper 
is like a digital sticky note wall.

Doodle Buddy

With tons of colours and ability to 
sketch, draw, doodle and collaborate 
with friends, Doodle Buddy is an 
app for those that used to find 
themselves putting pen on paper 
while listening to the radio. Now you 
can put your finger to screen while 
listening to a podcast. 

Split Pic

Have you ever been traveling with 
one other person and wanted a 
photo of the two of you that isn’t 
a selfie? If so, Split Pic has you 
covered—one of my favorite features 
about this app is the ability to take 
half a photo at a time. So one of you 
can grab the photo of the other, 
switch places and grab the other half. 
It has expanded and added many 
new features since I started using it, 
including a collage maker, cloning, 
collaborative project ability, stickers, 
art pieces and more.

Jing

Jing lets you capture basic video, 
animation and still images from your 
computer—basically a more intricate 
screen capture tool.

Repix

Repix is a photo editing software 
with extra flexibility. The best part 
is that you can affect different 
filters and brushes to various 
areas of a photo, so no need to 
add a filter to an entire photo 
when it only works on one object.
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Writing

Google Drive Research

If you’re like our marketing team, you’re really funny. And more relevantly, you 
use Google Drive for everything. It’s convenient, agile and multiple people can 
be working on the same document, spreadsheet or form at the same time. 
If you’re like everyone on that world wide web, doing research for your blog 
can become a major distraction. If you go into the Tools drop down menu 
and select Research, you’ll open a small sidebar within your document. Now 
you can source a quick stat without getting lost in the tunnel of cat memes, 
Hotline Bling dances and your aunt’s ridiculous Facebook stream. 

Reading List

With writing comes reading. 
Always. It’s frustrating to stumble 
upon a great article when you 
don’t have time to read it and 
try to save the link somewhere. 
Reading List is a simple Chrome 
extension that allows you to 
bookmark articles for reading 
later, on the off chance you get a 
few minutes of down time. 
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Google Scholar

You know how universities charge 
exorbitant amounts of money for 
textbooks and access to journals? 
Google scholar is kind of like a 
university library minus the tuition 
and loitering sophomores. Scholar 
provides a way to search for 
academic literature across disciplines 
and sources. It limits your search 
to articles, theses, books, abstracts, 
court opinions, professional societies, 
universities and other trusted 
resources.

Google Alerts

Google Alerts are easy to use and 
a quick way to make sure you don’t 
miss mentions of your business 
(or competitor’s business). You can 
have information about any keyword 
emailed to you. Type in your name, 
business name or any keyword 
you want to monitor and set the 
frequency of your alerts. 

Hemingway App

Our dear friend Ernest uses short 
sentences, short paragraphs 
and never a negative when a 
positive will do. While we can’t 
all be blessed with a broody 
temperament, cunning intelligence 
and a witty pencil, writers can use 
the Hemingway App. The App 
identifies long words that can be 
replaced with shorter ones, long 
sentences and pesky adjectives. 

A huge factor in driving leads through 
our content marketing funnel is 
blogging. And you can’t have a blog 
without a headline. Your headline 
determines if people are going to dive 
deeper or head off into the abyss—
about 80% of people never read past 
the headline (Copyblogger). Your 
headline is to your blog what your 
subject line is to your emails—make it 
count to get your readers in the game. 

With Coschedule’s headline analyzer 
tool, you type in your headline for a 
quick analysis and rating. They rate 
you on originality, type of post and 
the ability to evoke an emotion. As 
an automated machine, it may miss 
some details, but it’s a great place to 
start with your headline to get you 
thinking. Well, you should have been 
thinking before, but you know, we 
don’t live in a perfect world. 

Coschedule Headline Analyzer Tool
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Feedly

To write is to read, and to read is to eat (knowledge). So feed your 
brain with content that makes sense with what you have to write. 
Feedly is a great way to aggregate news from various industries. 
It compiles news feeds from a variety of online sources for you to 
customize and share based on selected categories and your interests. 
Feedly can be used as a web browser or downloaded as an app. 

Plagiarism Checker

No one means to copy and paste, of course. But occasionally, content 
creators may copy something with the intent to rework the content, and 
forget to do so. Editors can paste the text into plagiarism checker and get a 
quick analysis to see if any phrases exist in that context on the internet, as 
well as get a link to where the phrase was found. 

After the Deadline

After the Deadline uses artificial 
intelligence to check spelling, style 
and grammar wherever you are 
on the web. Because the world 
of digital and social media has an 
immediacy to is, there is not always 
time to double check the grammar 
in your tweets by first pasting into a 
document. Click the ABC icon in the 
lower-right corner of an editable area 
to proofread your writing with the 
Chrome extension.
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WordClouds.com

WordClouds generates a word cloud from text you provide, 
which I’m sure, as an astute professional, you were able to 
guess from its name. These can be useful to add as a blog 
image, to use on social, or just to analyze what is said more 
about your company on online reviews. You can also paste in 
the content of other blogs and see what keywords surface. 

You can change the shape, text colors, add a mask, font, size, 
etc.  I made this one from a blog we wrote about dominating 
Google’s Snack Pack, and used Google’s android logo as the 
shape, though heavily debated using the microphone.

Readability

Readability allows you to disable webpage clutter and read an article in a 
more comfortable reading format. You can also save the reading for later, 
send it to your Kindle, tag/sort your list, share through social sites and sync 
your list to your Kindle. The image shows a before and after comparison. 

Lazarus: Form Recovery

The biblical figure that rises from the 
dead is a good namesake for this app 
that autosaves everything you type. 
This way, when you’re painstakingly 
inputting looooong blogs, you can 
quickly recover your work from 
timeouts, a lost internet connection 
and any other crashes.
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Twitter Tools
Twitter Search

Yes, simply searching trends on Twitter is an easy and quick way to see what 
is happening in real-time in the digital world. Twitter has several search 
operators that you can use to limit or expand your search with ease, which 
you can see in the diagram below.

Hashtags.org

Hashtags.org is a quick way to 
analyze the performance of a 
hashtag, see prolific users and recent 
tweets. You can see what time a 
hashtag is most used, who uses it 
and related hashtags. This is a great 
tool to stay on top of current events, 
and to find current content to piggy-
back your content/tweets on for 
more visibility. 
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Twitter Analytics

Twitter Analytics is a free plugin you can add to your Twitter account by logging in 
on the Twitter Analytics page. The plugin illustrates tweet frequency, impressions, 
profile visits, mentions and added followers. It also shows who your top followers 
are, tweets that have gotten the most traction, media rich tweets and top 
mentions broken down by month. 

I’m not a prolific Twitter user (in fact I’d say I’m pretty terrible), but this is a snippet 
of what the dashboard includes. My top engagement comes from a telecom 
company, so that seems sad, but the analytics are interesting. 

Trendsmap
Trendsmap is a cool place to go 
and get a high level look at what is 
trending around the country at any 
given time. You can see variances 
from state to state, region to region. 
If you have several locations, it can be 
a great way to target your content in 
real time. Take a quick peek for free to 
see how it works and what it can do 
for your business. If it jives, subscribe 
for full functionality.
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Instagram 
Repost App

With Repost App, Instagram users 
can quickly share someone else’s 
photo while giving credit to the 
original poster. Because Instagram 
hasn’t (and likely won’t) open their 
API up to anybody, you have to paste 
the original caption into Instgram 
from the Repost App.

Followers For Instagram

Like with Twitter, you can’t see 
who you follow on Instagram who 
doesn’t follow you. In fact, Insta is 
worse because you can’t see that 
information even when you click 
into a profile, whereas Twitter tells 
you if a user follows you back. This 
app tells you who you follow that 
doesn’t follow you back and vice 
versa, new followers and anyone 
who has blocked you. There are 
more insights available in the paid 
version, but you get the basics in 
the free mobile app download.

Layout

Layout is Instagram’s collage maker. Select your photos and layout, then you 
can re-orient images with a mirror or flip toggle and adjust borders.
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Hyperlapse

With Hyperlapse, users can create 
time lapse videos. Instagram is 
further democratizing photography—
this sort of functionality used to 
take heavy tripods and expensive 
cameras. Now, users can shoot 
in app and Hyperlapse will do the 
stability work. 

Icon Square

For when you’re on a desktop and not on your mobile device, Icon Square is 
an awesome tool to look at your Instagram analytics. For free, you get a very 
detailed breakdown of your Instagram presence—followers gained and lost in 
comparison to posted media, your follower growth, like and comment history, 
engagement stats and plenty more. It can even prove to be a useful tool for 
brand managers to print and report to higher ups growth in social marketing. 

Boomerang

With Boomerang, you can take 
a series of quick photos that will 
play on your Instagram feed like 
an animated GIF. It’s actually a 
mini video that loops back and 
forth for a few seconds. You’ve 
likely seen this before along 
with the caption “Made with 
Boomerang” below the video.
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SEO and SEM
Isearchfrom.com

If you want to know what your Google search results look like to someone 
in another country, or in another language or on a certain device/screen 
size, isearchfrom.com is a brilliant tool. This is a great tool for individual 
users, as well as advertisers and companies who want to check their 
search engine advertising and optimization results.

SEO Quake

Our resident expert in all SEO/
SEM matters showed me this great 
Chrome extension. Active directly 
within your browser, SEO Quake 
shows you information about any 
site—page rank, Google index, no 
follow links and more.  

Yoast

I hate going through my posts to 
check keyword density and trying 
to optimize for SEO. But, of course, 
it’s necessary. Yoast is a Wordpress 
plugin that makes SEO optimization 
easy on your blog. Yoast notifies 
you when you have a green light to 
post, and offers a simple checklist 
of items you can adjust to help your 

blog perform better. It offers tips like 
changing the URL, updating metadata, 
automatically checking keyword 
density and more. There is also an 
option to add images the correct size 
for Facebook and Twitter to your blog 
so that when it is shared on social, the 
images look properly proportioned. 
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Google Search Console 
(formerly Webmaster tools)

Because Google not only sets the 
benchmark for themselves but for the 
search world in general, it is vital for 
anyone managing a website to pay 
attention to their prescription. Here 
you can check the sitemap, crawl rate, 
links and get notifications when Google 
makes updates. 

Google Adwords

I often use AdWords to do keyword 
research to see what words are 
getting the most traffic and seek out 
other keyword ideas for blog posts. 

More common usage is accessing 
AdWords to manage ads and 
campaigns. AdWords is an 
advertising system that allows users 
to bid on keywords to have ads 
appear in relevant search results. 

This screenshot makes it pretty clear 
that if I were to post this as a blog, 
“marketing tools” is a much better 
keyword than “free digital marketing 
tools.” Luckily this is for you,  
not Google.

Google Analytics

Without Analytics, our team would cease to exist. Maybe that’s a little extreme, 
but we track a ton of metrics through Google Analytics. They track website 
traffic, acquisition, behaviour, entry URL, etc, etc. And now,  you can even track 
pagerank as well as a beta feature. You can set up customized dashboards so 
that you can see overall performance in a snap, and managers can check into 
major products without asking for reports. Worth every penny ;)

Google PageSpeed Insights

Similar to GT Metrix, Google’s 
PageSpeed Insights gives you a 
quick dive into the user experience, 
speed and performance of a 
website on desktop and on mobile. 
Because it’s run by Google, the 
“should fix” and “consider fixing” 
pieces are vital for any business to 
be found online. 
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Keyword Density Analyzer

The keyword density analyzer 
allows users to paste in a url to get 
a breakdown of the SEO metrics, 
including page title, meta description, 
word count, unique words, meta 
keywords and a total breakdown of 
percent density. 

GT Metrix

Something that affects every user experience is site speed and latency. 
Enter the company URL in the search bar and GT Metrix will give you 
a quick analysis on how your site performs, as well as a prescriptive 
checklist to help make it better.

SEO Site Checkup

This site audits your website and 
provides a percentage score. SEO 
Site Checkup looks for proper tagging 
and alerts you to any issues. 

Majestic

Majestic claims to be the largest 
link database index. It offers a quick 
synopsis of referring domains, 
backlinks and historical info. 

Ghostery Chrome App

If you’re in digital, you know that 
when browsing the web, you leave 
a footprint everywhere you go. 
Companies place trackers on you 
to determine what you like and 
what kind of ads you should be 
served. Sometimes this means the 
site takes longer to load. Ghostery 
allows you to prohibit trackers 
to speed up your web perusing, 
understand what kind of trackers 
are following you and decide who 
and when you want to share your 
personal information.

XML Sitemaps

Enter your site’s URL on XML, and the 
site will generate a sitemap for you. 
They’ve crawled nearly three billion 
pages and generated over 24 million 
sitemaps. 
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Übersuggest

There are many keyword tools 
out there, and this is yet another! 
Although we all (or is it just me?) 
don’t love doing our keyword 
research, the alternative of not 
doing it and simply creating content 
for the ethers is far worse. Luckily, 
tools like Übersuggest make it easy. 
Here you can search for keyword 
ideas specific to any country, and 
you can download all options to a 
spreadsheet. My favourite feature 
is that you can view all results in a 
wordcloud. 

Screaming Frog

Screaming Frog has a free SEO Spider 
tool. It is a website crawler that allows 
you to retrieve and analyze essential 
elements from an SEO point-of-view.

Keywordtool.io

Keywordtool is an alternative to 
Google’s keyword planner that can 
help you generate up to 750 long-tail 
keywords with the click of a button. 
It’s great for quick searches, as you 
don’t even need an account.

Similar Web

You can use Similar Web to compare the traffic between two sites, 
which is useful for competitor research. Similar Web also shows you 
global rank, country rank and category rank of a website, so you can get 
a quick overview on how well a site ranks in search.
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Analytics 
and Reports

AdWords Landing 
Page Grader

Wordstream has an awesome tool 
that will grade your landing page 
quickly and help you adjust your 
content to achieve higher quality 
scores and, ultimately, a better 
conversion rate. You can quickly 
see how relevant your content is 
based on spend, and PPC best 
practices for quick adjustments. 

Timing+

I know we’ve all railed against 
Google+ at one point or another, but 
there is no doubting the influence 
the social network has in the SEO 
world, so let’s just make sure we’re 
on that bus. Timing+ shows you 
best time and days to post on your 
Google+ network, ensuring you get 
the most engagement. 

Along with showing you best times 
to post for you and the network you 
already have, you can see the best 
post times of highly circled people. 
If you want to grow your network, 
see what other people with a similar 
audience are doing and try to mimic 
them to achieve Google+ success. 

TrackReddit

You can enter in a few keywords or phrases, and be notified if anyone on Reddit 
mentions them. Good for tracking a business name or product, or being quick 
to reply to customers who are looking for a solution you can provide.
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Google Trends

You can come here for ideas on what kind of content to create, or to see if 
buzzwords you are reading in industry blogs are gaining greater traction in 
the entirety of the search world. By typing a term into the search bar, you 
can see the traffic on that topic, related searches and how it is doing in your 
region. For example, I feel like I’m hearing a lot about micro moments lately, 
and when I type it into this search bar, I see that chatter about that term has 
spiked significantly in the past few months. I can also add another term to see 
how the two compare against each other. In this case I added zero moment 
of truth, because I suspect the two are often used in the same circles. It’s 
clear from the chart that the ol’ ZMOT struck the big time earlier than micro 
moments, and that both terms are piquing interest lately. 

Snapshot Report

We made this tool and it is an essential piece of our 
platform. It’s been called the best prospecting tool 
in the industry (yes, by people other than us), and 
can be used by a local business as well as an agency. 
Snapshot reports compare a business’ online presence 
to others in the industry, and if you’re an agency, this 
information signals which businesses are interested in 
digital solutions. The Snapshot report shows reviews, 
social media and listing information, as well as how a 
business compares to others in the industry. It’s a great 
way to start a conversation about digital marketing or 
benchmark where you sit at the beginning of a new 
campaign or tool implementation. 

App Annie
Get free App Store statistics, trends, 
sales rankings and comparison data 
on any app on the major app stores 
(App Store, Play Store, Amazon, Mac 
App Store, Windows App Store), 
including detailed daily tracking of 
your own apps. If you grant App Annie  
login access, you can even get a daily 
email with reviews and sales metrics. 
A great tool for helping you boost 
your App Store optimization.
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LastPass

Let’s face it.  Passwords are a chore.  
Most of us aren’t memorizing Pi to the 
first 300 digits and we’re not creating 
the best passwords and we’re 
definitely not updating them when 
one of those big “Facebook/Google/
Microsoft email server has been 
breached change your passwords 
now” emails go out.

Productivity and Time Savers

In a nutshell, LastPass helps you 
manage all your accounts out there 
(Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, that 
random work site you always forget 
the password to when you want to 
book vacation) in a single secure place 
- you memorize one good password
and everything else is handled.  Never 
waste time trying to remember which 

password was the Netflix login or the 
router or the bank.

Further down the rabbit hole, you 
can use LastPass to group your 
passwords into folders and then 
share individual folders with friends, 
co-workers and family members as 
needed.
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Custom Keyboard  
Shortcuts in Gmail

We use Google Drive at work, and 
I have made several keyboard 
shortcuts in the Docs setting I 
couldn’t live without—namely the 
em dash. You have the option to do 
this in Gmail as well. Go into Settings, 
then Labs and enable Custom 
Keyboard Shortcuts.

Undo Send in Gmail

Yes, it exists! Right after you send 
that email asking your co worker to 
keep it down, you realize you are 
being petty and passive aggressive. 
But there’s nothing you can do 
about it, right? Actually, if you have 
this feature enabled in your Gmail’s 
general settings, you can undo your 
send for the first few seconds after 
you hit that juicy send button. Gmail 
takes 5-30 seconds to send an email 
(you can configure this), and so you 
can close the gate before the horse 
gets out, so to speak.

Auto Advance in Gmail

My email client does this 
automatically on my mobile, but 
you can enable auto advance on 
your desktop email, as well. Go into 
Settings, Labs and then enable auto-
advance. This will move you directly 
to the next email rather than back to 
your inbox each time.

Canned Responses in Gmail
Start from a canned response 
template from Google’s labs, which is 
where Google pushes prototypes for 
early adopters and testers. I also use 
this when doing influencer outreach 
for published content. To activate 
canned responses in Gmail:

• Click the gear icon in your Gmail
tab and select settings

• Select the Labs tab

• Scroll down to canned messages
and enable

To create a new canned message, 
compose the email as you would for 
any other, then select the drop down 
arrow in the bottom right. 

Send and Archive in Gmail

If you’re one of those people who 
archives all your messages to keep 
a neat and tidy inbox, this setting 
will make you more efficient. In the 
General tab of your Gmail settings, 
scroll down to the Send and Archive 
option. Switch your selection to show 
the button in reply, then Gmail will 
automatically archive your email 
when you send. 
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Evernote

Evernote syncs your notes, to-dos and other items to all devices. You 
can make a sketch, share/discuss and pin items from the web.

DocScanner

One of the most obnoxious things 
in the world is using a photocopier 
or scanner. Luckily, taking a picture 
of something, even a text document, 
is usually higher res than most 
scanners. With DocScanner, you 
can take screenshots of multi-page 
documents and email them to 
yourself as a pdf, jpeg or other format.

FullContact

Formerly known as Brewster, this 
company has developed several free 
apps to help you consolidate your 
contacts and simplify your device 
search. You can scan business cards 
for transcription, add contacts from 
email signatures and search for 
contacts across multiple devices at 
the same time.

Snowball

Snowball brings all of your notifications 
into one spot, so you can save 
battery power and time by replying 
to messages on various platforms 
from one place. The android app also 
allows you to prioritize and dismiss 
notifications according to what is 
important to you.



Miscellaneous
Aurora Watch

This is a great tool for inspiration and 
outdoor enthusiasts. Aurora Borealis 
(northern lights) alert for western 
Canadians and visitors to the North. 
This free email alert service will 
notify you if the northern lights are 
acting up, and you should be outside 
looking up. There are two levels of 
alert: yellow, for when there’s about 
a 50% chance of electromagnetic 
awesomeness, and red for when 
there’s a 70% or higher chance of a 
life-changing nighttime light show.
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Wayback Machine

Wayback is a time traveling machine. 
Type in any URL, and you can see 
what the page looked like at another 
point in time. It’s a good way to show 
internal stakeholders how much your 
company website has changed over 
the years.

Momentum

Since we could all use a few less bees 
in our bonnets and more chill in our 
days, getting rid of the boring “new 
tab” page while browsing on Chrome 
is not a bad idea. Momentum 
replaces the new tab page with to-
dos, weather, inspiration and lovely 
natural landscapes.

characters ©Ward Productions Inc./Bullwinkle Studios



Conclusion
We are hopeful that this book will have saved some $$ by not having to invest 
in an excessive number of tools to get the job done. 

Did we miss any tools that you use? Email us at sales@visioneerit.com with 
your tools, questions or comments—We would love to hear from you.

Thanks for reading!

www.Visioneerit.com
1 844-772-9110 
sales@visioneerit.com
visionerit.com

http://www.visioneerit.com
http://www.visioneerit.com
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